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1.1 STAGE
Standard size show stage specifications:
Width:
5m
Depth:
4m
Height:
1.2m
Clearance: 4m
Stage has to be clean, plane and sturdy. All extra gear not mentioned in rider should be
cleared from stage prior to get in.
If possible please provide 3m x 2m riser with 60cm legs for drums. (prefered with black
masking)
1.2 BACKLINE
Band will be bringing their own backline to all shows (if not otherwise stated)
1.3 SOUND
Band does not have their own soundtech, so venue should provide one.
FOH engineer should be professional. !WE DON’T ACCEPT AMATEURS!
Venue should also provide professional monitor engineer if FOHengineer is not able to do
monitors.
Engineers provided by venue should be sober and on the venue at all times.
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PA should be sized according to the venue.
We will bring our own vocal mics. The band will provide all the necessary DI-boxes for
their guitar/bass/HD gear. Other mics and all the cables and stands should be provided by
the venue.
!Please note that band is playing metal music so the PA should be able to be driven loud!

MONITORS
Monitors should be wedge style and in good condition.
Drummer uses wired IEM and will need one (1) channel for his monitor mix (XLR/Jack
input)
Our lighting technician uses wireless IEM (Sennheiser G4 B-band) and will need one (1)
dedicated monitor mix to up stage center.

1.4 LIGHTS
Venue should have professional lighting setup sized for the stage. At least 4x moving
spots, decent amount of moving wash, good RGB wash for the whole stage, moleflays,
strobes and hazer
Lighting console should be Chamsys PC wing or better. (running software version 1.9.2.2
or higher)
If venue have any other lighting console than Chamsys, please contact us ASAP.
BACKDROP
Band will bring their own 3m x 3m backdrop.
Please have seperate lifting line/truss for backdrop.
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If there’s any questions please contact: Veeti Jämsen puh. +358 401817317
1.5 INPUT LIST
SCARS OF SOLITUDE
Ch Instrument
Notes
1
Kick
2
Snare
3
RT 1
4
RT 2
5
RT 3
6
FT 1
7
FT 2
8
OH SR
9
OH SL
10 BASS
DI*
11 GUITAR 1 SC
DI*
12 GUITAR 2 SR
DI*
13 LEAD VOX
We bring our own
14 BACKING VOX SR
We bring our own
15 BACKING VOX SL
We bring our own
16 HD STEREO
DI* - Played by the drummer from
the stage
17 HD STEREO
DI* - Played by the drummer from
the stage
18 HD SUBS (DROPS,
DI* – Played by the drummer from
SYNTH BASS ETC)
the stage
19 CLICK
DI* – For lighting techs IEM only
*Band will bring all their own DI-boxes
1.6 STAGE PLOT

DRUMS
Ch 1-9, ch 16-19
IEM Mix
2x 230V

GTR 2
(Bvoc)

LEAD VOC
(GTR 1)

BASS
(BVOC)

Ch 12, Ch 15
Mix 1
4x 230V

Ch 11, Ch 13
Mix 2
2x 230V

Ch 10, Ch 14
Mix 3
2x 230V
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1.7 BAND’S LIGHTING
Band will bring their own lighting tech. We will bring our own floor package (consisting of
two geysers) to all the shows. Our lighting tech needs minimum of one (1) hour for the
programming.
We don’t carry our own lighting console if not stated otherwise.
Venue should provide:
One (1) sober lighting tech who knows how the house system works.
DMX line to the house system.
1x Free DMX line or 1x free cat 5 line from FOH to STAGE for the floor package.
2x 16A (shuko) power for the floor package
Please send all venue information to the lighting guys email (jamsen.veeti@gmail.com) at
least two (w) weeks before the show.
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2.1 PARKING
Band will be moving with their own cars. Please provide parking spots for at least three cars
near the venue.
Winter time it would be nice to be able to have cars somewhere warm.

2.2 OTHER
If there is anything you need to ask or you can’t provide some things needed, please contact
personels listed below well in advance before the gig.

2.3 MERCHANDICE
If possible, please provide a designated spot and a table near a power outlet at a
visible location for selling merch at the venue. We would also like to hang merch
items to be displayed on the wall or something else if we can.

2.4 CONTACTS
Website: www.pirkkahevi.com
Info email: info@pirkkahevi.com

BAND CONTACT
Tuomo Laulainen
Call: (+358)44 525 5461
Email: scarsofsolitudeband@gmail.com

LIGHTS/TECH CONTACT
Veeti Jämsen
Call: (+358)40 181 7317
Email: jamsen.veeti@gmail.com
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3.1 BACKSTAGE
! Band needs their own dedicated backstage before and after the show !
There should be:
- Sofas
- One dining room table
- Chairs
- Wireless high speed internet
- Refrigerator
- Please have clean toilet and clean showers for band to use.
3.2 CATERING
!!! MANDATORY !!!
- 20pcs of ½ liter bottles of water (without gas)
- 5 big prewashed towels
- 8 small pre washed towels
DRINKS
- 24pcs beer (bottle or can)
- 12pcs long drinks (grapefruit preferred)
- 12pcs sodas (Coca Cola and Fanta are prefered)
- 12pcs energy drinks (Red Bull and ED are prefered)
DINNER
- ! Please note that one member of the band is vegeterian and one member doesn't eat
cheese !
- Please provide dinner for all 4 members of the band and for the technicians & other
staff also. Usually 6-8 people in total. (ask in advance how many people will eat if you
need to know)
The band would like to eat at least 2 hours prior to the show if possible.

OTHER
- Please make sure there’s coffee and tea all day long + milk
- Candy, Chips, Snacks
- If possible provide some food after the show

